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Sprinklers
Connecting Sprinkler Pipes
Assemble the zone valve piping above ground, and then install the assembly in the hole, on a
bed of sand.
Thread the PVC adapters into the valves with Teflon tape and cement the pipes into the
adapters. On the downstream side of each valve, install a plastic drain-down fitting with a
barb connection. These fittings drain as soon as they’re not under pressure.
Slide the buried poly pipe onto each barb fitting, and secure it with a stainless-steel crimp
ring. The rings and crimping pliers are available at sprinkler supply houses.
While working on the zone valves, connect the low-voltage wires to the zone valves. Each
valve has two lead wires. Join the white wire from the cable to one of the lead wires on each
valve. This will be the common wire. Connect a different colored wire to the remaining lead
on each valve.
All colored wires not used in the first box, plus the white wire, will pass through on its way to
the next set of valves, in the next box. Join the wires using small twist connectors. Because
this will be a wet environment, pack each twist connector with silicon or liquid plastic
sealant. With each set of valves plumbed and wired, install access boxes over them and
backfill.
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The main feed line needs to be drained at its lowest point with a drain valve. If the line was
several low points you’ll need to drain each one. The best approach is to install a T-fitting
that has a threaded branch. Thread a brass drain fitting into the branch, and cement the Tfitting to the line. Kant the drain fitting downward about 45 degrees; dig a slight depression
under it; and fill the depression with sand.
When making polyethylene pipe connections, use barb fittings for T-fittings, couplings, and
elbows. Dish soap used as lubricant can help you connect pipes. Start by sliding crimp rings
onto each pipe before attaching the fitting. Trim the pipes to fit using a scissor-type pipe
cutter. Push the pipes onto the fittings until they bottom out on the barbs; then slide the
rings forward, and crimp them in place.
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Connecting the Sprinkler Heads
Sprinkler heads can be connected to pipe in several ways. If the sprinkler is at the end of the
line, a 90-degree elbow works best. If drainage is not a concern, it’s best to install a 90degree elbow with a barb fitting on one end and a female thread on the other. If you’re at a
low spot, install an elbow with a built-in drain.
From there, you connect the head directly using a threaded riser, or create an offset using ½
inch swing pipe. Swing pipe allows you to spot the head several inches away form the supply
line, which adds flexibility. Swing pipe also pushes easily onto barb fittings and doesn’t
require crimp rings.
To make an in-line tap, use self-tapping saddle valves, just spread the collar, and press the
saddle over the pipe. The two halves of the collar should snap together under the pipe; then
thread the aping point all the way down. Install the sprinkler heads on threaded nipples or
use swing pipes as shown in step 7 above.
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You can drive over one of those heads and not do damage; so they work well along driveways.
When you have the head installed, backfill about 4 inches at a time, tamping with a rubber
mallet.
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